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Quantifying Atmospheric Moisture
Total Precipitable Water (TPW) is created through
the Microwave Integrated Retrieval System (MIRS),
which uses the same algorithm for several polarorbiting satellite microwave sensors, such as ATMS
or AMSU-A/MHS. This product is not retrieved as
an independent parameter in MIRS but is rather a
vertical integration of the retrieved atmospheric
moisture profile. MIRS TPW is designed to operate
effectively day or night, in all weather conditions,
and over all surface types.
TPW identifies how much moisture is contained
vertically in a column of atmosphere. It is used to
locate very moist or very dry air masses which
might otherwise be obscured by higher clouds in
the infrared or visible wavelengths.
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MIRS TPW northern Alaska from SNPP ATMS at 1947 UTC, 11 Jul 2017.

Microwave is an extremely small part of
earth’s total emitted energy, requiring
sensors with a large field of view (FOV)
on low earth orbit (LEO) satellites.

Limitations

Impact on Operations
Total column moisture:

Coarser resolution:

the horizontal distribution of
very moist or very dry regions
can help identify atmospheric
rivers, monsoon flow, and
moisture boundaries.

microwave sensors require a
much larger field of view than
visible and infrared sensors.

Easier to detect Water Vapor over the ocean:

Moisture pattern not obscured by high
clouds: important contributions to atmospheric

background emissivity from the ocean is lower than
land, and appears much colder in the absence of
clouds and rain.

moisture often occurs in lower levels which is more
apparent in microwave channels.

Negatively affected by precipitation: the

Fills gaps in upper air observations: provides a
complete spatial distribution of moisture.

strong scattering signal of ice and rain in the higher
frequency channels reduces and/or masks the
information on water vapor in the lower troposphere.

Questions or comments: email GINA at satellite@gina.alaska.edu
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TPW: very moist
region aligned with
cold front
(yellow/orange)
IR: disorganized
cloud tops obscure
the front
TPW: region of
high moisture in
warm front zone
(green)
IR: high clouds
further east of
deep warm frontal
moisture
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IR: discontinuous
upper level clouds
downplay moisture
connection.
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C MIRS TPW

TPW: dry
continental air in
interior Canada
(blue)
IR: mid and high
clouds hide dry
lower atmosphere.
TPW: moisture
plume associated
with atmospheric
river (green/yellow)
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(A) MIRS TPW at 1222 UTC, 21 Sep 2017; (B) VIIRS 10.8μm IR 1221 UTC, 21 Sep 2017; (C) MIRS TPW
1204 UTC, 22 Sep 2017; and (D) VIIRS 10.8μm IR 1202 UTC, 22 Sep 2017.

TPW and Rain Rate:

Resources

While the moisture distribution from the MIRS
TPW is helpful for locating potential areas of
precipitation, MIRS Rain Rate provides an
estimate of precipitation that is actually
occurring. Together the two products can add
critical moisture details to a synoptic weather
picture.
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NOAA OSPO MIRS Home Page
http://www.ospo.noaa.gov/Products
/atmosphere/mirs/index.html
COMET/MetEd Microwave Remote
Sensing Course
https://www.meted.ucar.edu/trainin
g_course.php?id=15

MIRS Algorithm Description
http://www.ospo.noaa.gov/Products
/atmosphere/mirs/algo.html

MIRS TPW

MIRS RainRate & TPW

Hyperlinks not available when
viewing material in AIR Tool

